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Abstract
We extend two methods of independent component analysis, fourth
order blind identification and joint approximate diagonalization of
eigen-matrices, to vector-valued functional data. Multivariate func-
tional data occur naturally and frequently in modern applications,
and extending independent component analysis to this setting allows
us to distill important information from this type of data, going a
step further than the functional principal component analysis. To
allow the inversion of the covariance operator we make the assump-
tion that the dependency between the component functions lies in a
finite-dimensional subspace. In this subspace we define fourth cross-
cumulant operators and use them to construct the two novel, Fisher
consistent methods for solving the independent component problem
for vector-valued functions. Both simulations and an application on
a hand gesture data set show the usefulness and advantages of the
proposed methods over functional principal component analysis.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Independent component analysis
Independent component analysis is a classical problem in multivariate statis-
tics and signal processing where one assumes that the observed independent
and identically distributed random vectors are linear mixtures of latent ran-
dom vectors having independent marginal distributions. At its simplest this
corresponds to presuming that, given the observed random vector x ∈ Rp,
there exists a non-singular unmixing matrix Γ ∈ Rp×p such that
Γx = z, (1)
where the random vector z ∈ Rp has independent marginals. In the indepen-
dent component problem a random sample of x is observed and the objective
is to estimate any matrix Γ such that (1) holds. We say any matrix as the
formulation of the problem is clearly not well-defined, one can freely scale,
permute and change the signs of the rows in (1) and the right-hand side
still retains the independence of its components. As such the constraint
cov(z) = I is usually introduced, freeing us of the scale invariance. Further
assuming that at most one of the components of z is normally distributed,
one can show that the vector z can be estimated up to marginal signs, order
and location (Comon and Jutten, 2010).
Since its introduction in the 1980s a multitude of methods with varying
approaches and assumptions have been proposed for solving the problem.
These methods are generally based either on projection pursuit, decompo-
sitions of various matrices of cumulants or maximum likelihood. The most
well-known example belonging to the first class is FastICA (Hyva¨rinen and
Oja, 1997), a projection pursuit method that extracts the independent com-
ponents either sequentially or simultaneously by maximizing some measure
of non-Gaussianity. Several different variations of FastICA exist, see for ex-
ample Koldovsky et al. (2006); Miettinen et al. (2014, 2017). The second
class includes classic methods like FOBI and JADE (see below) but also sev-
eral newer ones such as Moreau (2001); Bonhomme and Robin (2009). For
an example of likelihood-based methods, see e.g. Risk et al. (2015).
In this work we focus exclusively on two of the very first methods pro-
posed for independent component analysis, fourth order blind identification
(FOBI) (Cardoso, 1989) and joint approximate diagonalization of eigenmatri-
ces (JADE) (Cardoso and Souloumiac, 1993), which are simply based on the
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diagonalization of various moment-based matrices. As such FOBI and JADE
offer an easy starting point for various extensions of independent component
analysis into the realms of non-standard data structures, some examples in-
cluding versions specially tailored for time series data (Matilainen et al.,
2015), tensor-valued data (Virta et al., 2017a,b) and univariate functional
data (Li et al., 2015).
Before describing our contribution we first briefly review the key steps
behind FOBI and JADE, both to motivate our exposition and to contrast
the constructions in the later sections. Namely, in both methods we assume
that the zero-mean random vector x ∈ Rp obeys the independent component
model in (1), and additionally that the components of z have finite fourth
moments, βi = E(z
4
i ) < ∞, i = 1, . . . , p. A basic result in independent
component analysis then says that if Σ(x)−1/2 is the symmetric inverse square
root of the covariance matrix of x, then there exists an orthogonal matrix U ∈
Rp×p such that the standardized random vector satisfies xst = Σ(x)−1/2x =
Uz.
For estimating the unknown matrix U both methods utilize fourth mo-
ments. Defining next the matrices
Cij(xst) = E
{
(xTstei)(x
T
stej)xstx
T
st
}− δijI− eieTj − ejeTi , (2)
where ei is the ith member of the canonical basis of Rp — that is, ei has
all components equal to 0 except its ith component, which is 1, and δij is
the Kronecker delta. The set C = {Cij(xst) | i, j = 1, . . . , p} collects ev-
ery fourth cross-cumulant of the standardized random vector xst. It can
be shown that under the model the unknown orthogonal matrix UT diag-
onalizes all matrices in the set C and JADE estimates UT by simultane-
ously (approximately) diagonalizing these matrices. FOBI can be viewed
as a lighter version of JADE in that it only diagonalizes the single matrix∑p
i=1 C
ii(xst) = E(xstx
T
stxstx
T
st) − (p + 2)I, which is the sum of a subset of
members of C. By this heuristic it seems reasonable to speculate that JADE
outperforms FOBI, which indeed is generally the case: see, for example, Mi-
ettinen et al. (2015). Additionally, for JADE to be Fisher consistent it is
sufficient that at most one of the βi’s is zero, whereas for FOBI to be Fisher
consistent we need the stronger condition that all βi are distinct. However,
JADE pays for its advantages by being computationally much heavier than
FOBI, and when a quick application of an independent component analysis
method is needed, FOBI is often the first choice.
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1.2 Independent component analysis and functional data
As the main contribution of this work we further extend on the functional
independent component analysis proposed in Li et al. (2015) by considering
not real-valued functions but instead functions that take values in the p-
dimensional Euclidean space. That is, for each observational unit we observe
p functions not necessarily residing in the same function space. Data of
this form is increasingly common nowadays and some areas of application
include electroencephalography (EEG) data, socio-economic time series data
observed for multiple areas/countries and three-dimensional location data
measured for multiple observational units over time.
Although univariate functional data analysis is currently exceedingly pop-
ular, its multivariate counterpart has received relatively little attention in the
literature. Some previous contributions to the field include: Ramsay and Sil-
verman (2005); Berrendero et al. (2011); Sato (2013); Chiou et al. (2014);
Jacques and Preda (2014); Happ and Greven (2017) discussed multivariate
functional principal component analysis, Jacques and Preda (2014) using the
extracted principal components to conduct clustering and Happ and Greven
(2017) allowing different domains for the component functions; Tokushige
et al. (2007); Ieva et al. (2011) developed multivariate functional clustering
using k -means and Kayano et al. (2010) used orthonormalized Gaussian ba-
sis functions for the same purpose; Li and Song (2017b) developed sufficient
dimension reduction methodology where both the predictor and the response
can be multivariate functional data.
Consider next the conceptual and theoretical differences between multivariate-
functional and univariate-functional extensions of independent component
analysis. The two key aspects of independent component analysis are statis-
tical independence and the notion of marginals. In a sense, the multivariate
functional extension considered here is conceptually easier than the univariate
functional extension developed in Li et al. (2015). As observed in that paper,
unlike in the classical setting, the univariate functional data do not have nat-
ural marginal random variables on which to perform independent component
analysis. Li et al. (2015) tackled this issue by using the coefficients in the
Karhunen-Loeve expansion as the marginal random variables to prompt the
process. Independent components are then defined in terms of these coeffi-
cients, see also Gutch and Theis (2012). For multivariate functional data,
however, we can take a more straightforward route of simply treating the
component functions as the marginals. In this context the independent com-
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ponent problem has the intuitively appealing objective of, given an observed
multivariate random function, trying to extract another multivariate random
function with independent component functions. These independent compo-
nent functions can then be various latent processes, such as vital signs in
the context of EEG-data. A finite-dimensional analogue for our problem is
the independent subspace analysis (Cardoso, 1998), where we try to divide a
larger space into a collection of smaller, independent subspaces. To sum up,
the independent components in Li et al. (2015) are random variables, but
the independent components in this paper are random functions. From this
perspective, this paper is not an extension of Li et al. (2015), but instead
an extension of the classical independent component analysis into a different
direction.
In Section 2 we go briefly through the basics of functional analysis. The
section also introduces the Cartesian product space H where our observed
functions will reside in and a natural subclass of linear operators therein.
Section 3 equips the spaceH with a suitable probability structure and, having
defined what we mean by a random multivariate function X ∈ H, defines
the covariance matrix operator of X. The proposed methods of functional
independent component analysis are described in Section 4 along with a
proof of their Fisher consistency. In Section 5 we derive the coordinate
representations for the sample versions of the methods and in Section 6 use
them in a simulation study and in an application on the uWave hand gesture
data set (Liu et al., 2009). Finally, we close in Section 7 with some discussion
and prospective ideas. The simulation and real data example were conducted
with R (R Core Team, 2016) using the packages fda (Ramsay et al., 2014),
ggplot2 (Wickham, 2009), JADE (Miettinen et al., 2017), MASS (Venables
and Ripley, 2002) and reshape2 (Wickham, 2007).
2 Theoretical framework
2.1 The Hilbert space H of vector-valued functions
We next review the basics of functional analysis, see Conway (2013) for a
standard treatment. Let T ⊂ R be an interval and (Hi, 〈·, ·〉i), i = 1, . . . , p,
be separable Hilbert spaces of functions from T to R. Furthermore, let
Bi be the Borel σ-field generated by the open sets in Hi with respect to
the metric induced by 〈·, ·〉i. Let H be the direct sum of H1, . . . ,Hp; that
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is, H = ×pi=1Hi is the Cartesian product of the individual spaces and the
inner product in H is defined by 〈f, g〉H = 〈f1, g1〉1 + · · · + 〈fp, gp〉p, for any
f = (f1, . . . , fp) ∈ H and g = (g1, . . . , gp) ∈ H. Denoting the norms induced
by the inner products 〈·, ·〉H, 〈·, ·〉1, . . . , 〈·, ·〉p by ‖ · ‖H, ‖ · ‖1, . . . , ‖ · ‖p,
respectively, the relation ‖f‖2H = ‖f1‖21 + · · ·+‖fp‖2p is easily seen to hold for
any f = (f1, . . . , fp) ∈ H. Furthermore, a natural σ-field in H is the product
σ-field B = B1×· · ·×Bp generated by all measurable rectangles B1×· · ·×Bp
where Bi ∈ Bi, i = 1, . . . , p.
Being separable, each Hi admits a countable orthonormal basis, Ei =
{eik}∞k=1. Using the component bases we construct an orthonormal basis in
H as follows. Let e+ik denote the p-dimensional vector of functions whose
components are 0 except for the ith component, which is eik. Then {e+ik :
i = 1, . . . , p, k = 1, 2, . . .} is an orthonormal basis of H. This construction
implies that the product space H is also separable. Throughout the paper
any vector f ∈ H which has exactly one non-zero component will be called
canonical, in relation to such a vector’s resemblance to the canonical basis
vectors in the Euclidean spaces.
Let L(Hj,Hi) be the set of all bounded linear operators from Hj to Hi.
That is, a linear operator Lij is in L(Hj,Hi) if and only if there exists a
positive Mij such that for all fj ∈ Hj we have ‖Lijfj‖i ≤ Mij‖fj‖j. Then
for any i, j, (L(Hj,Hi), ‖ · ‖OP,ij) is a Banach space where the operator norm
‖ · ‖OP,ij is defined as
‖Lij‖OP,ij = sup
fj 6=0
(‖Lijfj‖i
‖fj‖j
)
.
In the following we will use the notation ‖ · ‖OP for all possible operator
norms and the context will always make clear which operator norm we mean.
Similarly, I will be used to denote the identity operator of all considered
spaces, the context again making the intended use clear. Recall also that
for all Lij ∈ L(Hj,Hi), there exists the adjoint operator L∗ij, defined as the
unique member of L(Hi,Hj) that satisfies 〈Lijfj, fi〉i = 〈fj, L∗ijfi〉j, for all
fi ∈ Hi and fj ∈ Hj.
Finally, define the tensor product fi ⊗ fj of fi ∈ Hi and fj ∈ Hj as the
linear operator from Hj to Hi having the action gj 7→ 〈fj, gj〉jfi. Equivalent
properties to those listed for tensor product operators fromH toH in Lemma
2 of Li et al. (2015) can also be proven for the tensor product operators from
Hj to Hi.
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2.2 Matrices of bounded linear operators in H
We next consider a natural subset of the set of all bounded linear operators
from H to H, constructed using bounded linear operators from the compo-
nent spaces to each other. For a set of operators {Lij ∈ L(Hj,Hi) : i, j =
1, . . . , p}, let L be the operator
H → H, (f1, . . . , fp) ∈ H 7→
(∑p
j=1L1jfj, . . . ,
∑p
j=1Lpjfj
)
. (3)
Intuitively, we can identify L with the matrix of bounded linear operators,
L ≡
L11 · · · L1p... . . . ...
Lp1 · · · Lpp
 ,
so that the map in (3) can be formally regarded as matrix multiplication.
We denote the class of all such operators as L(H) = ×pi,j=1L(Hj,Hi). The
same construction was used in Li and Solea (2017). See also Sato (2013) and
Li et al. (2014).
Using (3), it is easy to check that an operator L ∈ L(H) is also linear; that
is, L(af + bg) = a(Lf) + b(Lg), for all f, g ∈ H and a, b ∈ R. Furthermore,
using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the operator norm inequality one
can show that, for all L ∈ L(H) and f ∈ H, we have
‖Lf‖H ≤
(∑p
i,j=1‖Lij‖2OP
)1/2
‖f‖H.
That is, an operator L ∈ L(H) is also bounded. Thus, an operator L ∈ L(H)
inherits both linearity and boundedness from its component operators Lij.
Consequently, being a bounded linear operator, any L ∈ L(H) admits the
adjoint operator L∗. Using some algebra it is easily seen that the elements of
the adjoint satisfy (L∗)ij = L∗ji, drawing an analogy to the Hermitian adjoint
of a matrix in Cp×p.
Two useful subsets of L(H) are now readily defined. Call a member L ∈
L(H) a diagonal matrix of operators (or simply diagonal) if Lij = 0 whenever
i 6= j and L∗ii = Lii. The simplest diagonal operator is the identity operator
for which Lii = I, i = 1, . . . , p. Diagonal operators play later a central role in
estimating solutions to the functional independent component model and as
one of our key results we prove in Section 4 a connection between diagonal
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operators and canonical vectors. Finally, an element U ∈ L(H) is called
unitary if U∗U = UU∗ = I. Using the component representation it is easily
seen that a sufficient and necessary condition for U to be unitary is
p∑
k=1
UikU
∗
jk = ∆ij, for all i, j = 1, . . . , p,
where ∆ij is the zero operator if i 6= j, and is the identity operator from Hi
to Hj if i = j. This is a clear analogy for the orthonormality of the rows of
a unitary matrix in Cp×p.
3 Probability structure on H
3.1 Random elements in H
Let (Ω,F ,P) be a probability space. A random element in Hi is a func-
tion Xi : Ω → Hi that is F/Bi-measurable, i = 1, . . . , p. Similarly, a
random element in H is a function X : Ω → H that is F/B-measurable.
A random element X in H can thus be thought of as a random function
X(·) = (X1(·), . . . Xp(·)), where Xi resides in Hi, i = 1, . . . , p. For the basic
theory of random variables in function spaces see Bosq (2012).
In the following, we denote the set of all mth power integrable random
elements in H by Xm(H), that is,
Xm(H) = {(X : Ω→ H) : E (‖X‖mH) <∞}.
It is easily seen that requiring X ∈ X 2(H) or X ∈ X 4(H) is equivalent to
requiring the component functions to respectively satisfy Xi ∈ X 2(Hi) or
Xi ∈ X 4(Hi), for all i = 1, . . . , p.
Next, define a random operator Wij to be a mapping Wij : Ω→ L(Hj,Hi)
that is F/BOP-measurable where BOP is the Borel σ-field generated by the
open sets of L(Hj,Hi) with respect to the metric induced by the opera-
tor norm ‖ · ‖OP. If Wij is a random operator with E (‖Wij‖OP) < ∞,
then the bivariate map (fi, fj) 7→ E (〈fi,Wijfj〉i) is a bounded bilinear form
and can be shown to induce a unique operator Aij ∈ L(Hj,Hi) satisfying
〈fi, Aijgj〉i = E〈fi,Wijgj〉i for all fi ∈ Hi and gj ∈ Hj. We define the
expected value of Wij to be this operator, E (Wij) = Aij
Using the previous we are now sufficiently equipped to define the first
two moments, the mean function and the covariance matrix operator, of a
random element X ∈ H.
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3.2 The covariance matrix operator ΣXX
Assume next that X ∈ X 2(H). The expected values E(Xi) = µi ∈ Hi,
i = 1, . . . , p, are readily defined as the Riesz representation of the bounded
linear functional
Hi → R, fi 7→ E (〈fi, Xi〉i) .
Using the component-wise expected values µi we further define the expected
value of the random element X to be the function µ = (µ1, . . . , µp) ∈ H. As
we can always center our observed data, it is not restricting to assume that
µ = 0, as we will do for the remainder of this work.
Consider then the random operator (Xi⊗Xj). Using the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality we have
E (‖Xi ⊗Xj‖OP) ≤
{
E
(‖Xi‖2i )E (‖Xj‖2j)}1/2 ,
the right-hand side of which is finite due to our assumption on square inte-
grability. The random operator (Xi⊗Xj) thus induces the unique, bounded
linear operator, ΣXiXj = E(Xi ⊗Xj), the cross-covariance operator (Baker,
1973) between Xi and Xj. Using the definition of the expected value of a
random operator one can further show that the adjoint operator of ΣXiXj is
Σ∗XiXj = ΣXjXi .
Using the p2 bounded linear operators ΣXiXj we next construct the co-
variance matrix operator ΣXX ∈ L(H) as
ΣXX ≡
ΣX1X1 · · · ΣX1Xp... . . . ...
ΣXpX1 · · · ΣXpXp
 ,
It is easily seen that, for f = (f1, . . . , fp) ∈ H, we have the equality f ⊗ f =
(fi ⊗ fj)pi,j=1 and the covariance matrix operator ΣXX can then be written
compactly as E(X ⊗X). This type of matrices of covariance operators were
also used in Li and Song (2017a) and Song and Li (2017).
Remark 3.1. For clarity we use two different notations for the covariance
matrix operator of a random function X ∈ X 2(H): when it is understood as a
bounded linear operator in H we use the notation ΣXX ; when it is understood
as the mapping X 2(H)→ L(H), X 7→ ΣXX , we use the notation Σ.
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Recall next four key properties of the ordinary covariance matrix cov(x)
of a square-integrable random vector x = (x1, . . . , xp)
T : i) self-adjointness
(symmetry), cov(x) = cov(x)T , ii) positive-semidefiniteness, for any a ∈ Rp
we have aT cov(x)a ≥ 0, iii) affine equivariance, for any invertible matrix
A ∈ Rp×p the covariance matrix transforms as cov(Ax) = Acov(x)AT and
iv) full independence property, if xi and xj are independent then cov(x)ij =
0. Not surprisingly, it turns out that all of these properties are shared also
by the covariance matrix operator ΣXX , as described in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Assuming X ∈ X 2(H), the covariance matrix operator ΣXX ∈
L(H) has the following properties:
i) It is a self-adjoint, non-negative, trace-class operator and as such ad-
mits a spectral decomposition with the associated orthonormal basis
{φk}∞k=1.
ii) As a mapping Σ : X 2(H) → L(H), the covariance matrix operator
is affine equivariant in the sense that Σ(AX) = AΣ(X)A∗ for any
invertible bounded linear operator A ∈ L(H).
iii) If Xi and Xj are independent, ΣXiXj = 0.
These properties were established in Li et al. (2015) for the case of uni-
variate X.
Remark 3.2. A stronger version of the affine equivariance can be shown to
hold. Let A = (Aij)
k
i=1
p
j=1 where Aij is a linear operator from Hj to some
suitable Hilbert space Gi, and k is any positive integer. Then we still have
Σ(AX) = AΣ(X)A∗, a property that is in Rp called full affine equivariance.
Part i of Lemma 3.1 guarantees the existence of the spectral decomposi-
tion of ΣXX into a sum of rank-1 operators:
ΣXX =
∞∑
k=1
λk(φk ⊗ φk), (4)
where (φk, λk) are eigenvector-eigenvalue pairs, {φk}∞k=1 is an orthonormal
basis of H and the eigenvalues satisfy λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ 0. This representation
will be used next to define the independent component model in H.
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4 Independent component analysis in H
4.1 Independent component model in H
We say that X ∈ X 2(H) follows the H-valued independent component model
if there exists a matrix of operators Γ = (Γij)
p
i,j=1 ∈ L(H) such that
ΓX = Z, (5)
where Z = (Z1, . . . , Zp) is a random element in H having mutually indepen-
dent component functions. We define two random elements X : Ω→ G1 and
Y : Ω→ G2, not necessarily having values in the same space, to be indepen-
dent if E{q1(X)q2(Y )T} = E{q1(X)}E{q2(Y )T} for all q1(X) ∈ X 2(Rp1),
q2(Y ) ∈ X 2(Rp2) with p1, p2 ∈ N. The objective in the H-valued indepen-
dent component analysis is to estimate some unmixing operator Γ such that
ΓX has independent component functions.
Like its vector-valued analogy in (1), the operator Γ in model (5) is not
uniquely defined. If one applies to both sides of (5) any diagonal operator
D ∈ L(H), the right-hand side still retains independent component functions.
This implies that, without further assumptions, we cannot hope to find any
unique functional form for the component functions. Indeed, as we show later
in this section, our proposed methods actually estimate {BjZj}pj=1 where
Bj ∈ L(Hj), j = 1, . . . , p. However, this identifiability issue does not affect
our goal of discovering independent components, as the resulting vector of
functions has independent component functions regardless of the form of D.
We will next approach the problem by extending two methods of vector-
valued independent component analysis, FOBI and JADE, to the case of
vector-valued random functions.
4.2 Standardization of a random vector-valued func-
tion
The first step in vector-valued independent component analysis is the stan-
dardization of x by the inverse square root of the covariance matrix cov(x).
However, like in Li et al. (2015), the fact that the inverses of compact oper-
ators are unbounded means that we must resort to additional assumptions.
Let {φk}∞k=1 be the orthonormal basis of H consisting of the eigenvectors of
ΣXX in decreasing order according to the corresponding eigenvalues. For
a fixed d ∈ N, let Md = span({φk}dk=1) be the subspace of H spanned by
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the d first eigenvectors of ΣXX . The simplifying assumption we make is the
following.
Assumption 4.1. The component functions of X are dependent only along
the d orthogonal directions {φk}dk=1. That is, if Rd =
∑∞
k=d+1〈X,φk〉Hφk,
then the p components of Rd are independent.
In vector-valued independent component analysis this assumption is nat-
urally always satisfied by picking simply d = p. One interpretation for the
assumption in the current case is that the majority of the structure of the
independent component functions is noise, meaning that the signal in the
function Z is in some sense finite-dimensional.
Note that {φk} may not span the entire H. However, by definition they
are guaranteed to span ran(ΣXX), the closure of the range space of ΣXX .
Because ΣXX is self-adjoint, ran(ΣXX)
⊥ = ker(ΣXX), the kernel space of
ΣXX . Meanwhile, for any f ∈ ker(ΣXX), we have
〈f,ΣXXf〉H = var {〈f,X〉H} = 0,
which implies that 〈f,X〉H = constant almost surely. Since this holds for
the special case X(ω) = 0, we have 〈f,X〉H = 0 almost surely. This means
f is orthogonal to the support of X. Since such functions are of no interest
to us, we can, without loss of generality, reset H to be ran(ΣXX), as we will
do for the rest of the paper.
For an arbitrary subspaceM⊂ H, let PM and QM denote the orthogonal
projections on to M and M⊥, respectively. Then Assumption 4.1 says that
we can without loss of generality consider the projections X(d) = PMdX
instead of the original observations X. This simplifies the model (5) to the
form
Γ0X
(d) = Z(d), (6)
where X(d), Z(d) are random functions in Md, the component functions of
Z(d) are independent and Γ0 ∈ L(Md) is assumed to be invertible.
Remark 4.1. Later in this section the proposed methods are shown to be
Fisher consistent, meaning that under the model (5) and Assumption 4.1 the
final independent component scores are invariant to injective transformations
X 7→ (PMdAPMd +QMd)X, where A ∈ L(Md). However, as our estimation
methods crucially depend on the existence of a random function Z it is not
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meaningful to speak of affine equivariance outside the model in the same gen-
eral sense that holds for both vector-valued FOBI and JADE, see Miettinen
et al. (2015).
With this, we are now ready to present the first step towards the estima-
tion of Z, an analogy for Lemma 3 in Li et al. (2015). In the following, for
an A ∈ L(Md), let A−1/2 denote the self-adjoint inverse square root of the
self-adjoint linear operator A within Md, that is, A−1/2AA−1/2 = PMd .
Lemma 4.1. Assume that X ∈ X 2(H) follows the model (6). Then
Σ(X(d))−1/2X(d) = U0Σ(Z(d))−1/2Z(d),
for some unitary operator U0 ∈ L(Md).
The standardized functions are in the following denoted by X˜ = Σ(X(d))−1/2X(d)
and Z˜ = Σ(Z(d))−1/2Z(d) and naturally satisfy Σ(X˜) = Σ(Z˜) = PMd . The
next step towards finding Z is the estimation of the unknown unitary opera-
tor U0 in Lemma 4.1. As described in the introduction both FOBI and JADE
approach it via matrices of fourth cross-cumulants and before continuing we
first define operatorial counterparts for them.
4.3 The fourth cross-cumulant operators C ij(X)
In this section we assume that the zero-mean random function X ∈ X 4(Md)
resides in the d-dimensional spaceMd spanned by the fixed orthonormal basis
{φk}dk=1. We define the (i, j)th fourth cross-cumulant of X with respect to
the basis {φk}dk=1 to be
Cij(X) =E {〈X,φi〉H〈X,φj〉H(X ⊗X)} − E {〈X ′, φi〉H〈X ′, φj〉H(X ⊗X)}
(7)
−E {〈X ′, φi〉H〈X,φj〉H(X ′ ⊗X)} − E {〈X ′, φi〉H〈X,φj〉H(X ⊗X ′)} ,
where i, j = 1, . . . , d and the random function X ′ is an independent copy of
X. Repeated application of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality shows that, for
example, the first term in (7) satisfies
E {‖〈X,φi〉H〈X,φj〉H(X ⊗X)‖OP} ≤ E
(‖X‖4H) <∞,
implying that the first term of (7) exists as a uniquely defined bounded
linear operator in Md. Similar considerations for the other terms show that
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the operator Cij(X) ∈ L(Md) is then well-defined. Our main interest is
in standardized random functions, Σ(X) = PMd , and the following lemma
provides a simplified form for (7) in that case.
Lemma 4.2. Let the zero-mean random function X ∈ X 4(Md) satisfy
Σ(X) = PMd. Then we have
Cij(X) = E {〈X,φi〉H〈X,φj〉H(X ⊗X)} − δijPMd − φi ⊗ φj − φj ⊗ φi.
The operator Cij in Lemma 4.2 closely resembles the cross-cumulant ma-
trix (2) for standardized random vectors and is next shown to serve similar
purposes in constructing our versions of FOBI and JADE in H.
Theorem 4.1. Assume that Z ∈ X 4(Md) has independent component func-
tions and that Σ(Z) = PMd. Then we have for any unitary matrix of opera-
tors U = (Ukl)
p
k,l=1 ∈ L(Md) and for any i, j = 1, . . . , d:
Cij(UZ) = UDijU∗,
where Dij = Dij(U,Z) is a diagonal matrix of operators with the diagonal
operators
Dijkk = E {(Zk ⊗ Zk)(ξik ⊗ ξjk)(Zk ⊗ Zk)} − 〈ξik, ξjk〉kPk − (ξik ⊗ ξjk)− (ξjk ⊗ ξik),
(8)
for k = 1, . . . , p, where ξi = (ξi1, . . . , ξip) = U
∗φi and Pk is the projection
operator from the kth component space of H to the kth component space of
Md.
Theorem 4.1 essentially says that U∗ diagonalizes (as in a diagonal op-
erator) the operator Cij(UZ) for every choice of i, j = 1, . . . , d and these
decompositions provide us a mean of finding the missing unitary operator U .
Our version of JADE will later utilize all p2 of these operators and for FOBI
we use just a subset of them, captured by the FOBI-operator C(X) ∈ L(Md),
C(X) =
d∑
i=1
Cii(X). (9)
The next theorem gives some useful properties of this operator.
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Theorem 4.2. Assume that Z ∈ X 4(Md) has independent component func-
tions and that Σ(Z) = PMd. Then, for any unitary matrix of operators
U = (Ukl)
p
k,l=1 ∈ L(Md), the FOBI-operator (9) satisfies
C(UZ) = UC(Z)U∗ = UDU∗,
where D = C(Z) is a diagonal matrix of operators with the diagonal entries
Dkk = E
{
(Zk ⊗ Zk)2
}− (dk + 2)Pk,
where dk = dim[span({φmk}dm=1)], the dimension of the kth component space,
and Pk is the projection operator from the kth component space of H to the
kth component space of Md.
The first equality in Theorem 4.2 does not need the independence of
the component functions of Z but actually holds for all standardized Z ∈
X 4(Md), as long as the operator U is unitary. This property of the functional
B : X 4(Md)→ L(Md) is called unitary equivariance.
Recall from the introduction that in FOBI we diagonalize a single matrix
and in JADE multiple matrices simultaneously. The functional analogy for
the former is the spectral decomposition of C(X) and for the latter we define
next the joint diagonalization of a set of operators. Namely, define the joint
diagonalizer of a finite set of operators, S = {Si | Si ∈ L(Md), i = 1, . . . , I},
to be the orthonormal basis {ψk}dk=1 of Md that maximizes the objective
function
w (ψ1, . . . , ψd) =
I∑
i=1
d∑
k=1
〈ψk, Siψk〉2H. (10)
In the previous paragraphs we have discussed two kinds of diagonality,
the diagonality in the sense of diagonal operators in Theorems 4.1 and 4.2
and the diagonality in the sense of the spectral decomposition. The final
tool we need for the estimation of the independent functions is a connection
between these two concepts. Recall that by a canonical vector we mean any
element of H which has at most one non-zero component. The needed con-
nection is now provided by the next pair of lemmas which show that (under
suitable assumptions) the spectral decomposition and joint diagonalization
of diagonal operators mimic the eigendecomposition and joint diagonaliza-
tion of diagonal real matrices in the sense that the spectral decompositions
and the joint diagonalizer of a set of diagonal operators consist entirely of
canonical vectors.
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Lemma 4.3. Let D ∈ L(H) be a diagonal matrix of operators with finite
rank d and let its spectral decomposition be
D =
d∑
k=1
τk(ψk ⊗ ψk)
where the eigenvalues {τk}dk=1 are distinct. Then the eigenvectors {ψk}dk=1
are canonical.
Lemma 4.4. Let S = {Si}Ii=1 be a finite collection of bounded linear op-
erators in Md and let {ψk}dk=1 be an orthonormal basis of Md. Then we
have
w (ψ1, . . . , ψd) ≤
I∑
i=1
‖Si‖2HS,
where ‖ · ‖HS is the Hilbert-Schmidt norm and an equality is reached if and
only if each ψk is an eigenvector of each Si, k = 1, . . . , d, i = 1, . . . , I. In
particular, if all operators in S are diagonal and share an eigenbasis then the
elements of the joint diagonalizer are canonical.
4.4 Finding the unitary transformation U0
Using the previously defined fourth cross-cumulant operators we next formu-
late the functional counterparts for the steps taken in vector-valued FOBI
and JADE to estimate the orthogonal matrix U.
Definition 4.1. Let X ∈ X 4(H) follow the model (6). Then we define
i) FOBI-basis of X is the set {ψFk }dk=1 of eigenfunctions of the FOBI-
operator C(X˜),
ii) JADE-basis of X is the joint diagonalizer {ψJk }dk=1 of the set of opera-
tors C = {Cij(X˜)}di,j=1.
In the next theorem Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 are applied respectively to the
FOBI-basis and JADE-basis to find U0. However, to guarantee consistency
we need to make some additional assumptions which guarantee that the
eigenbases are unique up to signs and order. For the FOBI-solution we need
the following.
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Assumption 4.2. The eigenvalues of C(Z˜) are distinct.
One consequence of Assumption 4.2 is that FOBI cannot estimate two
latent functions having the same distribution. For JADE the corresponding
assumption is much more relaxed but to use Lemma 4.4 we first need the
additional assumption that all the diagonal operators in Theorem 4.1 share
a common eigenbasis.
Assumption 4.3. The operators Dij(U0, Z˜), i, j = 1, . . . p, have a common
eigenbasis.
While this sounds somewhat stringent, in Section 5 discussing the sample
version of the method we show that Assumption 4.3 is in fact not that strict,
and is satisfied under some general conditions and choices of d. The need for
the next assumption guaranteeing the uniqueness of the eigenbasis for JADE
now follows directly from the equality condition in Lemma 4.4.
Assumption 4.4. For each pair (ψJk , ψ
J
l ), k, l = 1, . . . , d, there exists a pair
(i, j), i, j = 1, . . . d, such that the eigenvalues of Dij(U0, Z˜) related to ψ
J
k and
ψJl are distinct.
The next theorem finally proves the Fisher consistency of our approach
by showing how the FOBI-basis and JADE-basis can be used to estimate the
independent component functions.
Theorem 4.3. Let X ∈ X 4(H) follow the model (6) and let {ψFk }dk=1 and
{ψJk }dk=1 be the FOBI-basis and JADE-basis of X, respectively. Assume fur-
ther that either Assumption 4.2 (FOBI) or Assumptions 4.3 and 4.4 (JADE)
are satisfied. Then the FOBI and JADE estimators of the latent functions
are respectively the d elements of X 4(H) given as
ZˆFk = (ψ
F
k ⊗ψFk )X˜, k = 1, . . . , d, and ZˆJk = (ψJk ⊗ψJk )X˜, k = 1, . . . , d,
where each estimator Zˆ•k corresponds to exactly one latent function Zj.
The proof of Theorem 4.3 shows that for each k = 1, . . . , d the proce-
dure actually recovers the p-variate function Zˆ•k = 〈ψ•k, X˜〉Hψ•k = 〈h•k, Z˜〉Hψ•k
where the only dependency on the latent function Z is through the inner
product 〈ψ•k, X˜〉H = 〈h•k, Z˜〉H. Furthermore, every h•k is canonical, mean-
ing that each of the estimates Zˆ•k contains information on exactly one latent
component Zj and this information is entirely contained in the single inner
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product, 〈ψ•k, X˜〉H. In the following we will refer to these inner products as
the independent component scores. As more than one score can be related
to a single latent function Zj, the d-vector of independent component scores
can further be divided into m mutually independent subvectors, Z(l) ∈ Rdl ,∑m
l=1 dl = d, so that each subvector corresponds to a single latent function
Zj.
5 The methods in practice
5.1 Sample versions of the methods
For deriving the sample version of the proposed method we make the simpli-
fying assumption that the component spaces are the same, H1 = · · · = Hp.
The generalization to the case of different component spaces follows easily.
Let X1, . . . , Xn be a random sample of X. Here, we use superscript to
represent the position in a sample, to differentiate from the subscript in Xi
which represents the ith component of X. Furthermore, let Xij represent the
jth component of X i. Although our theory is based on infinite-dimensional
spaces, our observations are always finite-dimensional and so let Xij(tm,ij)
denote the value of the jth component function of the ith observation at the
time point
{tm,ij : m = 1, . . . ,Mij, j = 1, . . . , p, i = 1, . . . , n}.
We thus allow the measurement times and the numbers of measurements to
differ across both observations and components. The underlying assumption
in functional data analysis is that the observed values Xij(tm,ij) correspond to
latent (smooth) functions that we observe only at the discrete times tm,ij. The
first step in implementing the method is thus to express all the observations
as functions using some suitable basis.
For approximating the space H, fix a K-element basis G0 = {gk}Kk=1, the
span of which we denote as M0. The functional approximations xˆij(t) =∑K
k=1 cˆijkgk(t) of the observed curves in M0 can be found as
(cˆij1, . . . , cˆijK)
T = argmin
Mij∑
m=1
{
Xij(tm,ij)−
K∑
k=1
cijkgk(tm,ij)
}2
,
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which is a least-squares type problem. Having estimated the coordinates cˆijk
we denote in the following the coordinate vector of the jth component func-
tion of the ith observation in the basis G0 as [Xij]G0 = (cij1, . . . , cijK)T ∈ RK .
Consider then the pK-dimensional product spaceM =M0×· · ·×M0. The
spaceM then has the natural direct sum basis G = G0⊕· · ·⊕G0. The stacked
vector of the coordinates of all p component functions of the ith observation
in the basis G is denoted by [X i]G = ([Xi1]TG0 , . . . , [Xip]TG0)T ∈ RpK and the
matrix of all coordinates of all observations by [X]G = ([X1]G, . . . , [Xn]G)T ∈
Rn×pK . We assume without loss of generality that the coordinate represen-
tations of the observations are centered,
∑n
i=1[Xij]G0 = 0, j = 1, . . . , p.
Let GG = (〈gk, gk′〉H)Kk,k′=1 denote the Gram matrix of a basis G =
{gk}Kk=1. For orthonormal bases the Gram matrix equals the identity ma-
trix and if G is a direct sum basis G = G0 ⊕ · · · ⊕ G0 then clearly GG =
diag(GG0 , . . . ,GG0) = (Ip⊗GG0), where GG0 is the Gram matrix of the basis
G0 and ⊗ is the Kronecker product between matrices. The next theorem now
describes how the coordinate representations can be used to carry out the
proposed methods in practice.
Theorem 5.1. Let [Φˆ]G ∈ RpK×d contain the d first eigenvectors of the
matrix (1/n)[X]TG [X]G(Ip⊗GG0) and let the diagonal matrix Λd ∈ Rd×d hold
the corresponding eigenvalues as its diagonal elements. Then, let [X˜ i]V =
Λ
−1/2
d [Φˆ]
T
G (Ip ⊗GG0)[X i]G ∈ Rd, i = 1, . . . , n, contain the coordinates of the
standardized observations in the eigenbasis. Finally, let
i) the columns of [ΨˆF ]V ∈ Rd×d be the eigenvectors of the matrix
1
n
n∑
i=1
[X˜ i]TV [X˜
i]V · [X˜ i]V [X˜ i]TV − (d+ 2)Id,
ii) the columns of [ΨˆJ ]V = ([ψˆJ1 ]V , . . . , [ψˆ
J
d ]V) ∈ Rd×d be the orthonormal
set of vectors satisfying
[ΨˆJ ]V = argmax
[ΨˆJ ]TV [ΨˆJ ]V=I
d∑
k=1
d∑
l=1
d∑
m=1
{
[ψˆJm]
T
V (V [Cˆ
kl(X˜)]V)[ψˆJm]V
}2
,
where V [Cˆkl(X˜)]V = (1/n)
∑n
i=1([X˜
i]TVek)([X˜
i]TVel) · [X˜ i]V [X˜ i]TV−δklId−
eke
T
l − eleTk .
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Then, choosing either the FOBI-solution [ΨˆF ]V or the JADE-solution
[ΨˆJ ]V the independent component scores are given by
Zˆ
i
= [Ψˆ•]TVΛ
−1/2
d [Φˆ]
T
G (Ip ⊗GG0)[X i]G.
The optimization problem required by the JADE-solution is easily solved
with standard joint diagonalization techniques, e.g. the Jacobi angle al-
gorithm, see Cardoso and Souloumiac (1996). An implementation of the
algorithm can be found in the R-package JADE (Nordhausen et al., 2015).
Theorem 5.1 shows that the resulting vector of independent component scores
is a linear transformation of the original vector of coordinates, Zˆ
i
= A[X i]G
for some d × pK matrix A. Consequently, we can get interpretations for
the independent component scores by considering the elements of A and ob-
serving which of the original coordinates most influence each of the obtained
scores. The same procedure is used in the standard principal component
analysis where the elements of the matrix A are called loadings. An example
of such an interpretation will be given in the real data example in Section 6.
5.2 Choosing the value of d
We next give some rough guidelines on choosing an appropriate reduced
dimension d. Naturally, we can estimate independent component scores cor-
responding to each latent function Zj only if d ≥ p. Moreover, even if we put
d = p it could still happen that some of the component functions have too low
variation and cannot fit amongst the d eigenvectors of ΣXX with the highest
eigenvalues. From this point of view it would thus make sense to increase d
further to make sure we capture all the latent functions. However, doing this
also increases the odds of introducing more and more of the non-dependent
part of the model (noise) to the estimation.
Further complication is brought in by Assumption 4.3 which in the sample
version requires that all the diagonal matrices in the JADE-decomposition
share a single eigenbasis. It can be shown that a sufficient condition for this
is that each of the subvectors Z(l), l = 1, . . . ,m has either length one or an
elliptical distribution. This condition is more likely to be fulfilled for small
values of d and since d = p is a natural meeting point for all these rules,
allowing us to estimate all p latent functions in the best case, we advocate
the use of the value d = p in practice. This rule of thumb will be used in the
examples of the next section.
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6 Examples
6.1 Simulation study
In this simulation study we compare the two proposed methods to the al-
ternative of applying only the principal component analysis part of the algo-
rithm, that is, only projecting the data onto the space spanned by the first
d eigenfunctions of ΣXX .
For our setting we used p = 4 and considered for all four component
functions the same 11-element Fourier basis G0. The leading coefficients in
the coordinate vectors of the component functions were generated either as
(u1, g1, χ1, e1) (Setting 1) or as (u1, u2, u3, u4) (Setting 2) where u1, u2, u3, u4 ∼
Uniform(0, 1), g1 ∼ Γ(3,
√
3), χ1 ∼ χ23, e1 ∼ Exp(1) and all the previous
random variables were independent and standardized to have zero means
and unit variances. The rest of the coordinates were independent stan-
dard normal. In the first setting all the “signal” components thus had dis-
tinct kurtoses and in the second setting they had identical kurtoses. We
generated samples of sizes n = 1000, 2000, 4000, 8000, 16000, 32000, 64000
and mixed the individual generated functions, Zi = (Zi1, Zi2, Zi3, Zi4)
T , as
[Zi]G 7→ [X i]G = Ω[Zi]G with a random mixing matrix Ω ∈ R44×44. For
simplicity, we considered estimation only in the true case d = 4.
To obtain Ω we first generated the matrix Ω0 = diag
{
(B4)
1/2, I40
}
, where
B4 = AA
T + λI4, the matrix A ∈ R4×4 has independent standard normal
elements and λ = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 is a tuning parameter that controls
how separated the spectra of the mixed and unmixed parts are. The mixing
matrix Ω is now obtained by permuting the rows and columns of Ω0 so
that only the leading coefficients of the component functions are going to be
mixed in the transformations [Zi]G 7→ Ω[Zi]G. This unorthodox procedure
goes to ensure that the dependency between the four functions exists only in
the directions given by the eigenvectors of ΣXX with the eigenvalues a
2
j + λ,
j = 1, . . . , 4, where aj are the singular values of A. Thus if λ > 1, the
four largest eigenvalues always (on the population level) correspond to the
directions of interest, meaning that the assumptions of our model are fulfilled
and we always pick the correct four eigenvectors. A similar mixing scheme
was used also in Li et al. (2015).
Subjecting the data to our proposed independent component methods,
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Figure 1: The average minimum distance indices across different methods
and settings in the simulation study. Lower value of the index indicates
better separation. The scale of the y-axis is logarithmic.
both of them estimate a matrix
W = [Ψˆ•]TVΛ
−1/2
d [Φˆ]
T
G (Ip ⊗GG0) ∈ Rd×pK = R4×44,
see Section 5, while the principal component analysis uses only the matrix
W = [Φˆ]TG (Ip ⊗GG0) ∈ R4×44. The independent/principal component scores
are then W[X i]G = WΩ[Zi]G and for the methods to successfully sepa-
rate the independent component functions each row of the gain matrix WΩ
should pick from [Zi]G coefficients relating only to a single component func-
tion. For assessing the performance of a single replication we first squared
the elements of the estimated gain matrix and then summed row-wise over
each block of size 4 × 11, resulting into a 4 × 4 matrix R. The closer the
matrix R is to the set P of matrices with a single non-zero element in each
row and column, the better the result of estimation. To quantify this we use
the minimum distance index (Ilmonen et al., 2010), D(R) ∈ [0, 1], which has
the value zero if and only if the separation is perfect, R ∈ P .
From the results we expect that the principal component analysis fails
to estimate the sources under all settings, as the orthogonal transformation
found by it is not enough to undo our mixing by the general matrix B
1/2
4 .
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The theory behind standard FOBI, on which our coordinate representation
was seen to be based, says that FOBI cannot estimate components with
matching kurtosis values (Cardoso, 1989) as is the case with the identical
uniform distributions in our Setting 2. On the other hand, both FOBI and
JADE should be able to find the solution in Setting 1 with differing, non-zero
kurtosis values, the latter most likely outmatching the former. The resulting
mean minimum distance indices across 1000 replications for different settings
and parameter values are shown in Fig. 1 and distinctly verify our precon-
ceptions. As discussed earlier, the separation fails on average if λ ≤ 1 and we
further see that the success of the separation is not particularly dependent
on the value of λ, as long as we have λ > 1.
6.2 Real data example
We consider the uWave gesture data set available from http://zhen-wang.
appspot.com/rice/projects uWave.html (Liu et al., 2009). At each day
of the study the eight participants did ten repetitions of each of the eight
gesture patterns in the Nokia gesture vocabulary (Kela et al., 2006) using a
Wiir remote measuring the 3D-acceleration of the gesture. Each participant
had a total of seven study days making the total number of observed samples
4480. Of these we discarded two samples which had a measurement only for a
single time point. Of the observed 3-variate curves (x, y and z-acceleration)
we further took the subset corresponding to the three visually most similar
gestures, a square, a clockwise circle and a counterclockwise circle, making
our data a sample of multivariate functional data with n = 1679 and p = 3.
A standard Fourier basis of 11 functions was fitted to all observations of each
component function.
In pre-processing data, latent groups are most easily visually recognized
from bivariate scatter plots and our objective is thus to extract from the
data a pair of components that best reveal the latent group memberships.
To evaluate the methods’ capabilities for this we used the following scheme.
For each of the 1000 replications we randomly partitioned the data into a
training set of 400 observations and a test set of 1279 observations. Next,
for each value of d = 2, . . . , 10, the training set was subjected to either
principal component analysis (conducted as in the previous example), FOBI
or JADE. As low kurtosis is often an indicator of a multimodal distribution,
for the independent component analysis methods we chose from the resulting
independent component scores the two having the lowest fourth moments
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Figure 2: The average proportions of correctly classified cases in the test set
for different values of d.
and for principal component analysis we considered two rules, taking the
two scores with highest variances or taking the two scores with lowest fourth
moments. Each chosen pair of scores was then used in quadratic discriminant
analysis to create a classification rule and, finally, the proportion of correct
classifications in the test set was computed for each rule.
The results are shown in Fig. 2 where the y-axis was cut from 0.7 down-
wards to allow more accurate representation of the interesting part of the
plot. The curve for principal component analysis using kurtosis as a criterion
continued descending until hitting the y-value of around 0.5 at d = 6. The
main points of interest include the following. All methods perform equally
well when d = 2 as then the chosen two components necessarily span the
same space. Principal component analysis using variance as the criterion
always chooses by definition the two first principal components regardless of
the value of d, yielding a constant curve, and principal component analysis
using kurtosis as the criterion clearly cannot find the relevant information
at all. For d = 3, 4 FOBI and JADE are superior to principal component
analysis in extracting the two components containing the classification infor-
mation. Thus our heuristic suggestion of setting d = p proved to be useful
in this context.
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Figure 3: Examples of the pairs of components found by the methods when
d = 3.
Examples of the scatter plots of the pair of components extracted from
the training data by the three methods for d = 3 are given in Fig. 3 where
the principal components have been scaled to better show the details. The
figure shows that of the two components found by principal component anal-
ysis only the first one provides information on the separation of the group
locations while for FOBI and JADE both components carry location infor-
mation. Interpretations for the FOBI independent component scores can now
be obtained by examining the loading matrix reproduced in Table 1 where
any loadings with absolute value greater than 0.6 have been shaded. For ex-
ample, the final element of the second row tells the contribution of the 11th
basis vector of the second observed function X2 to the first estimated score
Zˆ1. We can now make two main observations. First, no separation informa-
tion is carried by the basis elements of order six or higher. Since the higher
index functions in Fourier bases control the finer, high-frequency properties
of the resulting functions this reveals that most of the classification informa-
tion is expectedly contained in the large-scale properties of the movements
and accelerations. Secondly, the y-acceleration hardly contributes to any of
the scores, showing that only the x and z direction are relevant in the clas-
sification. Also this makes sense, assuming that the gestures are drawn in
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the air roughly vertically, occupying mostly the x-z plane. Similar explana-
tions could also be produced for the JADE and principal component analysis
solutions (not shown here).
Table 1: The loadings of the FOBI estimate. Zˆj refer to the estimated
components and Xk to the original functions.
Zˆj Xk 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
1 -0.90 0.36 -1.21 -0.13 0.79 0.17 0.19 -0.01 -0.03 -0.06 0.04
1 2 -0.33 -0.07 -0.52 -0.32 0.59 -0.02 0.07 -0.00 -0.05 -0.08 0.01
3 -0.26 0.92 -0.40 -1.16 0.59 -0.32 0.32 0.00 -0.02 -0.05 -0.01
1 0.49 1.49 -0.08 -1.67 -0.10 -0.45 -0.07 -0.21 0.12 -0.11 0.10
2 2 -0.16 0.30 -0.04 -0.09 0.13 -0.16 -0.07 0.01 -0.04 -0.02 0.06
3 -0.20 -0.24 -0.86 0.83 0.86 0.27 0.52 0.05 -0.17 0.12 -0.11
1 0.16 0.39 0.31 -0.43 -0.26 -0.42 0.22 -0.00 -0.14 -0.04 -0.14
3 2 0.78 0.51 -0.10 -0.30 -0.35 -0.12 0.09 -0.03 0.10 0.02 -0.07
3 0.15 0.52 0.72 -0.52 -0.99 -0.49 -0.53 -0.08 0.24 -0.14 0.13
7 Discussion
We close the paper by discussing some directions for future research. First,
while the provided rule of thumb of choosing d = p proved useful in the
examples, the logical next step is to provide a more analytical approach, e.g.
in the form of sequential hypothesis testing.
Second, Theorem 4.3 shows how the independent component scores are
obtained but tells us nothing about the division of the scores into the inde-
pendent subvectors. In our real data example this was not an issue as visual
inspection already revealed us the scores of interest, but in the case of less
visual data some kind of testing procedure is called for. A similar problem
was encountered in Nordhausen and Oja (2011) where an approach based
on scatter matrices with the independence property was used to identify the
independent subvectors, and a likewise procedure could possibly also be used
here.
Third, in Section 5 it was shown that the extensions of both FOBI and
JADE to multivariate functional data can be applied in practice by project-
ing the observed functions into the space spanned by the first d eigenvectors
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of the covariance matrix operator and then subjecting the obtained stan-
dardized principal component coefficients to regular FOBI or JADE. This
naturally begs for the question whether also some other standard multivari-
ate methods can be meaningfully extended to multivariate functional data
simply by applying them to the principal component coefficients. Some pre-
liminary testing shows that this is certainly the case for FastICA, a pro-
jection pursuit-based family of independent component methods (Hyva¨rinen
and Oja, 1997).
A Proofs of results
Proof of Lemma 3.1. The self-adjointness of ΣXX follows simply from the
earlier discussion of the adjoints of the components ΣXiXj . Furthermore, by
expanding element-wise we have for any f ∈ H:
〈ΣXXf, f〉H = E {〈(X ⊗X) f, f〉H} = E
(〈X, f〉2H) ≥ 0,
showing that ΣXX is non-negative.
Let {ek}∞k=1 be an orthonormal basis of H. Using the same reasoning as
above, the trace of the self-adjoint, non-negative operator ΣXX is then
tr(ΣXX) =
∞∑
k=1
〈ΣXXek, ek〉H = E
( ∞∑
k=1
〈X, ek〉2H
)
= E‖X‖2H,
where the last equality uses Parseval’s identity. Now, by our assumptions
E‖X‖2H is finite, making ΣXX a trace-class operator.
To show that the affine equivariance holds, let A ∈ L(H) and write
Σ (AX) = E (AX ⊗ AX) = E {A (X ⊗X)A∗} .
Thus Σ (AX) is the unique operator C satisfying 〈f, Cg〉H = E {〈f, A (X ⊗X)A∗g〉H},
for all f, g ∈ H. Using again the definition of the expected value of a random
operator the right-hand side is seen to equal 〈f, AΣ(X)A∗g〉H showing that
Σ (AX) = AΣ(X)A∗.
Finally, the full independence property follows simply by assuming that
Xi and Xj are independent and checking that we have
E {〈fi, (Xi ⊗Xj)gj〉i} = E (〈Xi, fi〉i)E (〈Xj, gj〉j) = 0,
for all fi ∈ Hi and gj ∈ Hj, and thus by definition E(Xi ⊗Xj) = 0.
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Proof of Lemma 4.1. Since Σ is affine equivariant, and since {φk}∞k=1 are
eigenvectors of Σ(X), we have
Σ(X(d)) = PMdΣ(X)PMd =
d∑
k=1
λk(φk ⊗ φk),
which further implies that Σ(X(d))−1/2 =
∑d
k=1 λ
−1/2
k (φk ⊗ φk). Next, for
Z(d) = Γ0X
(d) we have
Σ(Z(d)) =
d∑
k=1
λk(Γ0φk ⊗ Γ0φk) = Γ0Σ(X(d))Γ∗0.
As Γ0 is boundedly invertible, the inverse square root of Σ(Z
(d)) exists as a
bounded operator, and we can write
Σ(Z(d))−1/2Z(d) =
{
Σ(Z(d))−1/2Γ0Σ(X(d))1/2
}
Σ(X(d))−1/2X(d). (11)
What remains is to prove that A0 = Σ(Z
(d))−1/2Γ0Σ(X(d))1/2 is unitary which
follows by directly verifying,
A0A
∗
0 = Σ(Z
(d))−1/2Γ0Σ(X(d))Γ∗0Σ(Z
(d))−1/2,
where Γ0Σ(X
(d))Γ∗0 is equal to Σ(Z
(d)), showing that A0A
∗
0 = PMd . The
operator A0 is thus unitary and consequently also A
∗
0A0 = PMd . Applying
now A∗0 from left to both sides of (11) shows that U0 = A
∗
0, concluding the
proof.
Proof of Lemma 4.2. We provide the proof for the second term in (7), the
proofs for the third and fourth terms following similarly. Using the definition
of the expected value of a random operator, the second term is the unique
operator A ∈ L(Md) with
〈f, Ag〉H = E (〈X ′, φi〉H〈X ′, φj〉H〈X, f〉H〈X, g〉H) ,
for all f, g ∈ Md. The independence of X and X ′ further implies that the
right-hand side can be written in the form
E {〈(X ′ ⊗X ′)φi, φj〉H}E {〈(X ⊗X)f, g〉H} = 〈Σ(X ′)φi, φj〉H〈Σ(X)f, g〉H,
which equals 〈f, δijPMdg〉 under our assumptions, concluding the proof.
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Proof of Theorem 4.1. Consider only the first term in the expansion of Cij in
Lemma 4.2. Plugging in UZ we get UE{〈UZ, φi〉H〈UZ, φj〉H(Z ⊗ Z)}U∗ =
UMU∗. The (k, l) component operator of the expected value M is defined
as the operator Akl ∈ L(Hl,Hk) satisfying
〈fk, Aklgl〉k =
p∑
s,t=1
E (〈Zs, ξis〉s〈Zt, ξjt〉t〈Zk, fk〉k〈Zl, gl〉l) , (12)
for all fk ∈ span({φmk}dm=1) and gl ∈ span({φml}dm=1) where ξi = (ξi1, . . . , ξip) =
U∗φi. Concentrate first on the off-diagonal case k 6= l. Then either s = k, t =
l or s = l, t = k as otherwise the independence and zero means of the com-
ponent functions reduce the sum to zero. Consider the first of these cases:
E {〈fk, (Zk ⊗ Zk)ξik〉k}E {〈gl, (Zl ⊗ Zl)ξjl〉l} = 〈fk, (ξik ⊗ ξjl)gl〉k.
The expected value of an arbitrary (k, l)th off-diagonal component operator
of M is thus (ξik ⊗ ξjl) + (ξjk ⊗ ξil), which can be recognized to be also the
(k, l)th component operator of U∗{(φi ⊗ φj) + (φj ⊗ φi)}U .
The general form for an arbitrary (k, k)th diagonal component operator
of M can be found in a similar manner. Notice first that if k = l in (12) then
it must be that s = t or otherwise the sum is again zero by independence and
zero means. The summation over s can then be divided into two cases, s = k
and s 6= k. Similar manipulation as done above yields then the expected
value E{(Zk ⊗Zk)(ξik ⊗ ξjk)(Zk ⊗Zk)}+ (δij − 〈ξik, ξjk〉k)Pk for the (k, k)th
diagonal operator where the first summand comes from the former case and
the second from the latter.
Putting now everything together into a matrix of operators shows that
the three last terms in the alternative form for Cij in Lemma 4.2 cancel out,
leaving us with the claimed result.
Proof of Theorem 4.2. For an arbitrary X ∈ X 4(Md) with Σ(X) = PMd we
have by Lemma 4.2
C(X) =
d∑
i=1
Cii(X) = E
{
d∑
i=1
〈X,φi〉2H(X ⊗X)
}
− (d+ 2)PMd , (13)
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the argument of the expectation being further simplified by Parseval’s iden-
tity to
∑d
i=1〈X,φi〉2H(X⊗X) = ‖X‖2H(X⊗X) = (X⊗X)2. The first claimed
equality now follows from the form C(X) = E{(X ⊗X)2} − (d+ 2)PMd .
By Theorem 4.1, an arbitrary off-diagonal element of the operator C(Z) =∑d
i=1D
ii is zero. The exact form for its diagonal elements Dkk could also
be derived from (8) but the seeming dependency of Dkk =
∑d
i=1D
ii
kk on
the operator U needlessly complicates things and it is simpler to proceed
straight from the form C(Z) = E[(Z ⊗ Z)2] − (d + 2)PMd . The (k, k)th
diagonal operator of the first term is then defined as the unique operator
Akk ∈ L(Hk,Hk) satisfying
〈fk, Akkgk〉k = E
{
d∑
j=1
〈Zj, Zj〉j〈Zk, fk〉k〈Zk, gk〉k
}
,
for all fk ∈ span({φmk}dm=1) and gk ∈ span({φmk}dm=1). Divide the summa-
tion over j into two cases, j = k and j 6= k. The former yields the term
E{〈fk, ‖Zk‖2k(Zk ⊗ Zk), gk〉k} contributing E{‖Zk‖2k(Zk ⊗ Zk)} = E{(Zk ⊗
Zk)
2} to the final expected value. The latter yields the term{∑
j 6=k
E
(‖Zj‖2j)
}
E {〈fk, (Zk ⊗ Zk) , gk〉k} =
{∑
j 6=k
E
(‖Zj‖2j)
}
〈fk, gk〉k,
where the first multiplicand can be written as E (‖Z‖2H)−E (‖Zk‖2k), whose
first term equals by Parseval’s identity
E
(‖Z‖2H) = d∑
i=1
E
(〈Z, φi〉2H) = d∑
i=1
〈φi, E (Z ⊗ Z)φi〉 = d.
Similarly, by choosing an orthonormal basis for the kth component space one
can show that E (‖Zk‖2k) = dk := dim[span({φmk}dm=1)]. The total contribu-
tion of the case j 6= k to the expected value of the (k, k)th diagonal operator
is thus (d− dk)Pk. Finally, putting everything together with (13) yields the
desired result.
Proof of Lemma 4.3. Inspect without loss of generality the first eigenvector
ψ1 and assume that it is not canonical, ψ1 = (ψ11, . . . , ψ1p), where again
without loss of generality we assume that ψ11 and ψ12 are both non-zero.
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Then the linearly independent vectors (ψ11, 0, 0, . . . , 0) and (0, ψ12, 0, . . . , 0)
are both eigenvectors of D associated with the same eigenvalue τ1, making
the eigenspace associated with the eigenvalue τ1 have dimension of at least 2,
a contradiction as the assumption on the distinctness of eigenvalues implies
unit rank. Thus only one of ψ11, . . . , ψ1p can be non-zero.
Proof of Lemma 4.4. By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the unit length
of ψk we have
w (ψ1, . . . , ψd) ≤
I∑
i=1
d∑
k=1
〈ψk, ψk〉H〈Siψk, Siψk〉H =
I∑
i=1
d∑
k=1
〈Siψk, Siψk〉H.
Now,
∑d
k=1〈Siψk, Siψk〉H = ‖Si‖2HS for any orthonormal basis {ψk}dk=1 and
we have shown the first part of the claim. To see when the equality holds
recall that the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality preserves equality if and only if the
two vectors in question are proportional. We must thus have ψk = aikSiψk
for some aik ∈ R for all i = 1, . . . , I, k = 1, . . . d, which is equivalent to saying
that each ψk is an eigenvector of each Si.
Proof of Theorem 4.3. Recall first that by Lemma 4.1 we have X˜ = U0Z˜
where Z˜ = Σ(Z(d))−1/2Z(d). By Lemma 3.1 the operator Σ(Z(d)) is diago-
nal and thus one possible choice for the inverse square root of the operator
Σ(Z(d)) is also a diagonal operator, namely the diagonal operator G with
some inverse square roots of the diagonal elements of Σ(Z(d)) as its diagonal
elements. With this choice, Σ(Z(d))−1/2 = G, also Z˜ has then independent
component functions. A reasoning similar to the one used in Remark 2.1
in Ilmonen et al. (2012) shows that all inverse square roots of Σ(Z(d)) are
of the form V G where V is unitary and can by the unitary equivariance be
taken out of C(Z˜), “merging” it with U0. We may thus without loss of gen-
erality assume that Σ(Z(d))−1/2 is a diagonal operator. Invoking then finally
Theorem 4.2 shows that C(Z˜) is also a diagonal operator.
Let {hFk }dk=1 be the eigenvectors of C(Z˜). Then by Theorem 4.2 the
FOBI-basis of X is given by {ψFk }dk=1 = {U0hFk }dk=1. Then, by the unitarity
of U0 we have
ZˆFk = U0(h
F
k ⊗ hFk )Z˜.
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As C(X˜) and C(Z˜) share the same eigenvalues all the assumptions of Lemma
4.3 are satisfied and only the l(k)th element of hFk is non-zero, k = 1, . . . d.
Consequently
Zˆk = 〈hFkl(k), Z˜l(k)〉l(k)U0hFk ,
showing that Zˆk depends only on the l(k)th component of Z.
The result for the JADE-basis follows similarly. We first notice that
by Theorem 4.1 the operators Cij are semi-unitary equivariant in the sense
that we may again assume that Σ(Z(d))−1/2 is a diagonal operator and that
the random function Z˜ has independent component functions. Let then
{ψJk }dk=1 be the joint diagonalizer of C. Now, again by Theorem 4.1 we
have Cij(X˜) = U0D
ijU∗0 where D
ij = Dij(U0, Z˜) are diagonal operators,
i, j = 1, . . . , d. By Lemma 4.4 the joint diagonalizer of the set {Dij}di,j=1
is {hJk}dk=1 where each hJk is canonical. Consequently, the joint diagonalizer
of C is {ψJk }dk=1 = {U0hJk}dk=1 and the desired result follows as above with
FOBI.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. First, our space being finite-dimensional, for every
fixed pair of bases B,G every linear operator A in M has with it associated
the unique matrix G[A]B ∈ RpK×pK that satisfies [Af ]G = (G[A]B)[f ]B, for all
f ∈ M. Furthermore, a function f is an eigenfunction of the operator A
associated with the eigenvalue λ if and only if [f ]B is an eigenvector of the
matrix B[A]B associated with the same eigenvalue λ.
The inner product of two elements f1, f2 ∈M expressed in the same basis
G = {gk}Kk=1 is given simply by
〈f1, f2〉 =
K∑
k=1
K∑
k′=1
([f1]G)k([f2]G)k′〈gk, gk′〉 = [f1]TGGG[f2]G,
where GG = (〈gk, gk′〉)Kk,k′=1 is the Gram matrix of the basis G. The tensor
product between two elements f1, f2 ∈M has the following coordinate
G[f1 ⊗ f2]G = [f1]G[f2]TGGG. (14)
These and more properties about the coordinate system were used and fur-
ther developed in Li and Solea (2017).
We begin with the coordinate representation of the standardization step.
An estimate for the covariance matrix operator is
ΣˆXrXs =
1
n
n∑
i=1
(Xir ⊗Xis).
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The coordinate of ΣˆXX is the matrix {G0 [ΣˆXrXs ]G0}pr,s=1 By (14),
G0 [ΣˆXrXs ]G0 =
1
n
n∑
i=1
[Xir]G0 [Xis]
T
G0GG0 .
Assemble these matrices together to obtain
G[ΣˆXX ]G =
1
n
[X]TG [X]G(Ip ⊗GG0),
where ⊗ is the Kronecker product between matrices.
We next fix the dimension d ≤ pK and estimate the coordinate [φˆl]G of
the first d eigenfunctions φˆl of ΣˆXX . As shown in Li and Solea (2017), φˆl
is the lth eigenfunction of the operator ΣˆXX if and only if (Ip ⊗G1/2G0 )[φˆl]G
is the lth eigenvector of the matrix (Ip ⊗G1/2G0 )(G[ΣˆXX ]G)(Ip ⊗G
−1/2
G0 ). The
orthogonal projection of f ∈M onto span(V), where V = {φˆl}dl=1, is then
d∑
l=1
(φˆl ⊗ φˆl)f =
d∑
k=1
[φˆl]
T
G (Ip ⊗GG0)[f ]G φˆl,
and the coordinates of the observations in the eigenbasis V are thus
[X i(d)]V = [Φˆ]TG (Ip ⊗GG0)[X i]G ∈ Rd, i = 1, . . . , n,
where [Φˆ]G = ([φˆ1]G, . . . , [φˆd]G). Let [X(d)]V = ([X1(d)]V , . . . , [Xn(d)]V)T . Then
the above equations can be written in matrix form as
[X(d)]V = [X]G(Ip ⊗GG0)[Φˆ]G.
Since the principal component scores satisfy V [Σˆ(X(d))]V = Λd, where Λd =
diag(λ1, . . . , λd) contains the eigenvalues of ΣˆXX , the coordinates of the stan-
dardized observations X˜ i in the eigenbasis are
[X˜ i]V = (V [Σˆ(X(d))]V)−1/2[X i(d)]V = Λ
−1/2
d [Φˆ]
T
G (Ip ⊗GG0)[X i]G.
Turning our attention to the fourth cross-cumulant operators we have for
fixed k, l = 1, . . . , d the estimate
Cˆkl(X˜) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
〈X˜ i, φˆk〉V〈X˜ i, φˆl〉V(X˜ i ⊗ X˜ i)− δklPMd − φˆk ⊗ φˆl − φˆl ⊗ φˆk,
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where the inner product 〈X˜ i, φˆk〉V just extracts the kth element of the co-
ordinate vector [X˜ i]V . Reasoning then as above with the covariance matrix
operator it is straightforward to obtain the following coordinate representa-
tion:
V [Cˆkl(X˜)]V =
1
n
n∑
i=1
([X˜ i]TVek)([X˜
i]TVel) · [X˜ i]V [X˜ i]TV − δklId − ekeTl − eleTk ,
where ek is the kth canonical basis vector of Rd and Id is the d× d identity
matrix. The similarity of this form to (2) already suggests that the functional
independent component analysis solutions are found by performing regular
FOBI or JADE on the coordinates [X˜ i]V of the standardized observations.
The coordinate representation of the estimate of the FOBI-operator (9)
is now simply
V [Cˆ(X˜)]V =
1
n
n∑
i=1
[X˜ i]TV [X˜
i]V · [X˜ i]V [X˜ i]TV − (d+ 2)Id,
and an estimate UF = {ψˆFm}dm=1 for the FOBI-basis is found from its eigen-
decomposition. Letting [ΨˆF ]V = ([ψˆF1 ]V , . . . , [ψˆ
F
d ]V) ∈ Rd×d be the coordinate
representation of the eigenvectors of Cˆ(X˜) in V , the vector of the FOBI in-
dependent component scores, 〈ψˆFm, X˜ i〉 = [ψˆFm]TV [X˜ i]V , m = 1, . . . , d, is then
finally obtained as
[ΨˆF ]TV [X˜
i]V = [ΨˆF ]TVΛ
−1/2
d [Φˆ]
T
G (Ip ⊗GG0)[X i]G.
For the JADE-solution, an estimate UJ = {ψˆJm}dm=1 for the JADE-basis,
i.e. the joint diagonalizer of the set {Cˆkl(X˜)}dk,l=1, is found by maximizing
the quantity (10), the maximization problem now having the form
[ΨˆJ ]V = argmax
[ΨˆJ ]TV [ΨˆJ ]V=Id
d∑
k=1
d∑
l=1
d∑
m=1
{
[ψˆJm]
T
V (V [Cˆ
kl(X˜)]V)[ψˆJm]V
}2
,
where [ΨˆJ ]V = ([ψˆJ1 ]V , . . . , [ψˆ
J
d ]V) ∈ Rd×d. As with FOBI above, the vectors
of the JADE independent component scores are then
[ΨˆJ ]TV [X˜
i]V = [ΨˆJ ]TVΛ
−1/2
d [Φˆ]
T
G (Ip ⊗GG0)[X i]G.
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